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General
Genera l
As the largest Hakvoort built to date, Just J’s is a triumph

a comparably large observation area on the sundeck, and a

of design and construction. She combines a distinctive

spectacular pool with integrated contraflow jet. The design

overall style and concept with genuinely exceptional

incorporates many of the owners’ own ideas.

attention to detail and a first-class technical foundation.

The unifying style of this tale of five decks is contemporary

Despite her significant volume and five-deck configuration,

modern, with much of the panelling, trimming and wood-

Just J's remains streamlined and elegant on the outside –

work being more classical. Every lounge and stateroom are

one would hardly guess she is only 61 metres long.

naturally and dynamically open to the surroundings, and

Just J’s overall profile is truly impressive, with several

there are panoramic views in every direction. The interior

stand-out elements. These include her enormous windows,

and exterior on each of the luxury decks features a

an elongated look thanks to the partially closed foredeck

coherent style and colour matrix, while remaining true to

and excellent balance between her superstructure and hull,

the overarching style of Just J’s.
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n D e ck
The main deck is the most formal of Just J’s’ five levels.

(including one VIP) and feature characteristic onyx back

The dining room, saloon and lobby are characterised by

led lighting (others are found in the owners’ deck lounge

deep blue, silver and off-white tones. The grand central

and on the central staircase). Each suite has a shared

lift and staircase, which connect all the decks, are a

neutral background colour overlaid with a unique accent

technological and aesthetic delight. The beautiful main

tone of orange, purple, light blue, navy blue and beige.

lobby is a gateway to the fantastic guest quarters, which

The spacious bathrooms are finished in luxurious materials

are sure to make them feel almost like the owners

with corresponding colour schemes. Double blinds on the

themselves.

oversized windows, and their orientation forward, ensure

No expense has been spared in the five magnificent suites

complete privacy.
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The owners’ deck layout is arranged in such a way

massive master bedroom. This extravagant semi-circular

that it acts as a private apartment and is a true retreat.

room is bordered on three sides by windows, which

Located above the main deck, it is taken up by the private

open onto a private outdoor area forward. The bedroom

areas and a lounge with a gentlemen’s club ambiance –

is capped with a dome-shaped ceiling that consists of

including a well-furnished bar. This space is characterised

concentric circles ending in a skylight, which the designer

by warm, earthy reds and oranges. The owners’ suite

has termed “a private Pantheon of space and airiness”.

comprises a dedicated master hallway which opens on two

Lying in bed, one can look up at the stars while enjoying

individual dressing rooms, which in turn lead to separate

vistas through the windows all around – an almost

bathrooms. The hallway also connects directly to the

unlimited view on the ocean and the sky.
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B ri dge
De ck
Just J’s’ bridge deck is typified by aqua tones and vivid

The bridge forward is adjacent to the office and the

green-blue which connect to the water all around. The

captain’s quarters. Although quite elevated, it offers

spacious lounge here is an ideal area for socialising and

outstanding visibility. All the equipment is state-of-the-art

even comprises a 96-inch screen large enough for a small

– the bridge is fully electronic without paper charts – and

cinema. Further aft is another phenomenal seating space,

the captain has been closely involved in its development

offering even more family comfort in an al fresco setting.

from the get-go.

Taken as a whole, this entire relaxation zone is a sparkling
place particularly dear to the owners’ hearts.

Outdoor
Outdoo r
Just J’s has an astonishing array of outdoor spaces for

custom-made tiling designed by the owners. The owners’

every type of activity. The comfortable sun deck is a case

private deck forward of the master bedroom comprises a

in point: it comprises a stress-free lounge with plenty of

private Jacuzzi and breakfast nook completely hidden from

seating space underneath the arch, as well as a bar and a

view from above or below, while the owners’ deck aft is a

day head. The stark blue details in this area are beautifully

consummate alfresco dining area centred on an impressive

offset against the pure white of the yacht. The adjacent

circular table that seats up to 14 people.

combination whirlpool bath and swimming pool features
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Just J’s’ lower deck contains two guest cabins, a smaller

Throughout all 5 decks of Just J’s, the lounges and

twin room and one larger guest space consisting of a

all suites are served by the very latest Kaleidescape

dedicated hallway, a separate bathroom and toilet, and

entertainment system with full media server capabilities

a bedroom with queen-sized bed. This area is highly

and iPad integration. This allows the owners and their

versatile: the two cabins can function as a family suite

guests to access and control all kinds of movies, TV series

when parents wish to sleep in the same area as their

and music via iPads, as well as ensuring full Wi-Fi access

children. Alternatively, the twin cabin can be used by

wherever they may be relaxing.

nannies or other staff members.

LowerLower
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The gym on the lower deck aft is reached by stairs leading

The various mechanical functions of the yacht are grouped

down from the main deck. The modified tender garage

into dedicated areas, making maintenance a breeze.

serves as additional recreation space. When the toys are in

While the lower deck is home to the main galley and

the water or stowed away, the shell doors can be opened

crew quarters, there is a second crew pantry and mess

to create a beach club, which can be further enhanced with

on the tank deck. This offer major benefits in terms of

inflatable sofas. There are also integrated swimming stairs

organisation and noise: with crew working and the mess

offering easy access to the water. In addition, there is a

being potentially in use 24 hours a day, the distance from

great deal of additional storage space for watersport gear

the crew quarters means there is no interference with

underneath the garage.

people’s sleep.
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Specifications Just J's
Loa
Lwl

61 m. / 200’13” ft
50.4 m. /165’35” ft

Beam

11 m. / 36’09” ft

Draft

3.37 m. / 11’06” ft

Displacement

770 tons

Main engines

2 x Caterpillar diesel engines type
3512C, each with an MCR of
1174 kW

Gearbox

Reintjes WAF 665L

Generators

Two Caterpillar C-18 generators:
275 kW at 1500 rpm

Speed

Cruising speed 13 knots,
Maximum speed 15.5 knots

Range

4,000 nm at 12 knots

Fuel capacity

120,000 liter / 31,704 gallons

Fresh water capacity

20,000 liter / 5,284 gallons

Watermakers

HEM30F/DUPLEX/4000
2 x 15,000 liter a day

Construction

Steel hull, aluminium superstructure

Classifications

Lloyds +100A1 SSC Yacht Mono G6
(+) LMC, UMS, MCA LY2

Exterior design

Sinot Exclusive Yacht Design

With a shipbuilding tradition dating back to the 1700s,

Interior Design

Sinot Exclusive Yacht Design

Hakvoort Shipyard has built 45 luxury superyachts over

Naval architecture

Diana Yacht Design BV

the past three decades. Starting with a series of aluminium

Stabilisers

Naiad Dynamics, System 720/820

Steering Gear

Van der Velden HPU 2DWK 35/35-25

Bow thrusters

Jastram 200 kW

Control & Monitoring Dekasis AMC system
Fire control
Entertainment

Communications

Recreational
equipment

Ultra Fog Watermist and Novec in
engine room
Centralised AV system with
Kaleidescape media server,
Crestron control system
with Ipad integration
High speed satellite data
including wireless network and
UHF call forwarding
2 x 7.8 M tenders,
4x Jetski Sea-Doo GTX Limited,
Waterskis, Wakeboards,
Sea kayaks, Dive Centre

Striker sports fishermen and the yacht Tonga, Hakvoort
has grown in recognition among the world’s most refined
owners, naval architects and designers.

The superb quality of Hakvoort yachts has also been
recognised by the International Superyacht Society,
ShowBoats Design Awards and the World Superyacht Awards.
Lady Marina (1994), Freesia (1998), Spada (1999), Solaia
(2000), Campbell Bay (2002), Saga (2002), Perle Bleue
(2007), My Trust (2008), MY SnowbirD (2011), Pamela V
(2011) and Apostrophe (2013) have all been nominated as
finalists for an award, with seven winning their class.

Located in the traditional Dutch town of Monnickendam,

Lower Deck

just north of Amsterdam, Hakvoort’s facilities have

Tank Deck

“The owners are very discriminating buyers, and highly detail oriented,” Captain Eric Edscorn states.

expanded to meet market demand, most recently with

“This is one of the reasons why we choose Hakvoort to begin with. We can say beyond the shadow of a doubt that the

a new facility across the harbour. The yard builds yachts

attention to detail and the level of finishing on Just J’s exceeded our expectations.”

up to 65 metres and all joinery requirements are taken
care of by its in-house furniture company called
Unlimited Interiors.
< Hakvoort Shipyard, Monnickendam

Quality yachts since 1919

Havenstraat 22, 1141 AX Monnickendam, The Netherlands
Phone +31 (0)299 651403 • www.hakvoort.com • sales@hakvoort.com

